
SHAPED Beside having a rigorous willing to pursue his project, the documenting

subject gets shaped in the way he presents it by the most intimate people around

him and particularly by the character of his companion.

UNSERIOUS  The  documenting  subject,  aside  from  taking  very  seriously  his

undertaking and that of individuals inspired by their own willing, he is most

unserious regarding any kind of socially established undertaking and easily bail

out of it if he is somewhat involved.

BIBLICAL The documenting subject like a folk devoted to its God, also experiences

the various moments of freedom and slavery and richness in which, for instance,

the temple like outcome of his project is embellished until it is time to move

again with new waves of poverty and years of meager cows.

CONSTRUCTIVE The documenting subject has hastened to construct the structure to

host is project. Rather than like a sedentary dwelling which once finished induces

to death, it is more like a nomadic dwelling, the structure of a tent which once

finished induces to live and gather more life and experiences.

ADDITIVE From one part of the projects, other are naturally born like the drawings

which first served to remember dreams and ten became a project of their own.

SOBER In a time in which integrity is threatened by a constant sharing, the

documenting subject delimits sharing of himself within given languages he develops

to communicate universally in both time and space.

REVEALING If the entire project might not reveal much of the documenting subject

himself, it might be meaningful in understanding the relation between human and

technology with all its paradigms and shifts affecting the former.

CRAFTED As an individual affected by industrialization, the documenting subject

has recovered a level of craftsmanship in the new media age before an industrial

regime has been applied to this as well. This craftsmanship is at the base of his

daily  satisfaction  or  at  least  an  overcoming  of  the  diminished  personal

achievement characteristic of the technology driven age.


